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How To Apply ZeeMasque Facelift
Instructions
When applying iZeeMasque you will use
the back of one hand like an artist’s
pallet. Squeeze iZeeMasque onto back of
hand. Dampen fingertips of other hand in
bowl of water and stroke wet fingertips
over iZeeMasque on back of hand. Use
fingertips to apply iZeeMasque to neck
and face. Dip fingertips in water each
time before applying more iZeeMasque
from off back of hand to face. Follow
step-by-step instructions.
Tip: Pull up on lid to use/push down on lid
to store.*Prepare 2 Tbs. of water in a
small bowl. For best results add 4 sprays
of iZeeNyte Miracle Toner to the water.
1. Neck: Squeeze iZeeMasque (quartersize) on back of hand. Start at base of
neck. Stroke upward over jaw.
2. Waddles: After stroking upward on
neck, then stroke from center to ear.
3. Face: Squeeze iZeeMasque (quartersize) on back of hand. Start at center
of jaw line. Stroke straight to temple.
Apply on top of lips stroke straight to
temple.
4. Cheeks and Nose: Stroke across
cheek upward to temple. Stroke
upward on nose.
5. Forehead: Squeeze iZeeMasque
(quarter-size) on back of hand. Start at
brow and stroke up to hairline. Note:
Avoid eye lid.
6. Eyes: Moisten ring finger in water and
lightly stroke from outside corner of
eye in and up across bridge of nose to
hairline.
*Smooth remaining iZeeMasque on back
of hand from fingers to over wrist and
receive a lift on back of your hand!
* Allow face to dry (25-30) minutes.

Additional recommendations:
 Avoid breaking seal after iZeeMasque is applied! (Do NOT move facial muscles or talk.)
 Splash water on face, use a sponge to soften, or jump in the shower.
 Spray iZeeNyte Miracle Toner to face and neck followed by your favorite moisturizer. (Check
out iZeeNyte page for more information.)*
 For best results use iZeeMasque every-other-day for the first three months; then once, or twice
a week to maintain.

